
Brexit Gruppenliga?  
Our Empire is not in London. Our residence is Martinsee, but 

our Chairman is also blond – like the Bobbele from the island. 

And our only asser Gemeinsamkeit is, to leave the united 

Teams of the Gruppenliga. We wanna make our “eischen 

Ding” in the Regionalleague, do you understand so wide? 

Sometimes we saw the things a little bit grey, but today 

there was a lot of sun on the Bahn! Our guests are from the 

SKV Millhome, a very good team with great players! But we 

got great players too. For example: Jürgen Overleitner! He 

spend today 892 of the wooden Pins and so he attenuate the 

not so gute 859 Pins of Patrick Smith. In the middle of the 

road, there is still our champion: Norbert Rainfood. He was 

blessed with the best result of the Samstach: 945 Pins! Our 

captain of the match is always Many Ripmountains. In front 

of the game he said: “ go out and keschelt what the stuff 

hält”, and the whole team answered: “ SIR, YES SIR”! He 

himself erkeschelte very gute 891 Pins! But damit not 

enough! At the end, was eischentlich the Anfang von the 

dream is, completed Prince Filip (862) and Ralph Witchman 

with genial 938 Pins the game! 

The clocks stays still by 5387:5257 

We are not on the woodway ;-) 



If we really wanna leave the Gruppenleague? 

Eggfreelight – Ei freilisch(t) 

Have a nice weekend, Yours Boris Johnson from Martins-

Lake 

 

 

A-Liga 

The A-Team of GWO was not lazy at this time! They also 

lieferten a match by the bislang ungeschlachene 

Darmstädter and show dene, where are the hammer hängt! 

The Small Klaus starts with strong 437 Pins! And weil Mr. 

Noll not lumping himself, he made gerade mal 3 Pins 

wenischer! Mister Hall-of-Live spends 422 Pins, but bock 

was shot down by the Bockmans Patrick! With 461 Pins he 

runs wild as he can ;-) 

The game at the end of the ass ends 

1717:1754 

 


